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Materials
o Yarn: Knit Picks Swish Worsted in 3 colors (or more)
110 yards, 50 grams each skein
(approximately 440-700 yards for main color, 110 to 220
yards in each contrast color if working 3 total colors)
o Hook: I/9-5.50mm
H/8-5.00mm
J/10-6.00mm
o Yarn needle
o

Warmth and Style!
Looking for something comfy to wear
in fall and spring? This is the top
for you! Perfect to wear with a
long or short sleeve shirt under,
this top can be made for all
occasions.

Sizing




Knit Picks Swish Worsted give this
garment a soft, flexible feel while
offering a little bit of warmth!

These measurements are
approximated, and actual
subjects may vary.
Gauge: I Hook: 14 hdc = 4"
14 rows = 4"
This pattern comes in the
following sizes:
Size

Length

4
6
8
10
12

12.5"
14"
16"
18"
19"

Chest
Circumference
23.5"
25.75"
26.75"
28"
31.5"

Pattern Key









Ch: Chain
Sc: Single crochet
Sc3tog: Single crochet 3
together
Hdc: Half double crochet
St(s): Stitch(es)
RS: Right side
* *: Repeat instructions
between symbols until indicated
[ ]: Repeat instructions all in
one stitch

You are free to sell your work from this pattern but may not share, copy or
reproduce this pattern, in part or in whole. Photographs are copyright
protected and may not be used. When selling your work, include a link back to
this pattern as well as the following, “Pattern by Crystalized Designs”
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!!!
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Special Pattern Notes: Beginning chain does not count as a
stitch. Always work the first stitch into joining stitch
unless noted. Join to first stitch of each round unless
noted.
When stitch counts are listed, they will be listed in sequential
order.
This garment is worked from the top down, starting with the back
yoke, switching to the front yoke, then working the body of
the garment. After hip edging is complete, the cowl neckline
and armhole edging is added.
When working in any half double crochets, work between all 3
horizontal bars.
More than 3 colors can be used (4 colors used in main picture).
If using more than 3 colors, you will not end on Color C
after repeating the sc3tog rows/rounds.
If you prefer your garment to have a tighter fitting waist, go
down one hook size when working Back of Garment.
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Pattern Instructions
Back Yoke of Garment
Ch 54, 54, 56, 58, 60 with Color A and I hook
Row 1: Starting in 2nd chain, hdc across - 53, 53, 55, 57, 59
sts
Row 2-6: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and each st across - 53, 53,
55, 57, 59 sts
For the remaining rows in this section, alternate between your 3
colors with the next row starting with Color B, then Color C.
Carry yarn down side. Work chains very loosely. If you find
the next rows pulling inward, go up a hook size (J hook).
Edges should be straight. Blocking will also help if this
edge pulls in.
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Row 10: (RS) Ch 1, turn, sc in same, sc3tog starting in same,
*ch 1, sc3tog starting in last leg of previous st* repeat *
across, sc in same st as last leg of previous st - 26, 26,
27, 28, 29 sc3tog
Repeat Row 10 {13, 16, 16, 19, 22} more times. You should end
right before starting Color A if using 3 colors.
Finish off but do not weave in ends.

Front Right Yoke of Garment
Attach yarn to first starting chain (will be the end with the
beginning tail on it).
Row 1: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 14 chs - 15 sts
Row 2-6: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and each st across - 15
Row 7: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and next 13 sts, 2 hdc in last 16 sts
Row 8: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and each st across -16 sts
Row 9: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and next 14 sts, 2 hdc in last 17 sts
Row 10: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and each st across - 17 sts
Row 11: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and next 15 sts, 2 hdc in last 18 sts
Finish off and weave in ends.

Front Left Yoke of Garment
With Front Right Shoulder of Garment to your right, count {23,
23, 25, 27, 29} beginning chains to the left. Attach yarn to
next chain.
Row 1: Ch 1, hdc in same and next 14 chs - 15 sts
Row 2-6: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and each st across - 15 sts
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Row 7: Ch 1, turn, 2 hdc in same, hdc in each st across - 16 sts
Row 8: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and each st across -16 sts
Row 9: Ch 1, turn, 2 hdc in same, hdc in each st across - 17 sts
Row 10: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and each st across - 17 sts
Row 11: Ch 1, turn, 2 hdc in same, hdc in each st across - 18
sts
Row 12: Ch 1, turn, hdc in same and next 16 sts, 2 hdc in next,
ch {15, 15, 17, 19, 21}, 2 hdc in last st worked on Front
Right of Garment, hdc in remaining st across - 38 hdc
Row 13: Ch 1, turn, hdc in each st and ch across - 53, 53, 55,
57, 59 sts
For the remaining rows in this section, alternate between your 3
(or more) colors in the same order as worked in the back.
Carry yarn down side. Work chains very loosely.
Row 14: Ch 1, turn, sc in same, sc3tog starting in same, *ch 1,
sc3tog starting in last leg of previous st* repeat * across,
sc in same st as last leg of previous st - 26, 26, 27, 28, 29
sc3tog
Repeat Row 14 until you have the same amount of Row 14 worked as
Row 10 is worked from Back Yoke of Garment.
Finish off leaving a few inch tail.

Body of Garment
With right side facing, join yarn in {7, 5, 5, 5, 3} stitch in
from the right on last row worked on Front of Garment.
Round 1: Ch 1, hdc in same and next {40, 44, 46, 48, 54} sts,
turn piece so right side of Back of Garment is facing you,
skip {6, 4, 4, 4, 2} sts in from the right on last row worked
on Back of Garment, hdc in next {41, 45, 47, 49, 55} sts,
join to 1st st worked on Front of Garment - 82, 90, 94, 98,
110 sts
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Round 2: Ch 1, hdc in each st around, join - 82, 90, 94, 98, 110
sts
Repeat Round 2 until piece measure {9.5, 10.5, 12.5, 14, 15}"
measuring from back side of neckline. Increase or decrease as
desired. Remaining Rounds should add approximately {3, 3.5,
3.5, 4, 4}".
Round 3: Ch 1, hdc2tog starting in same, hdc in remaining sts
around, join - 81, 89, 93, 97, 109 sts
For the remaining rows in this section, alternate between your 3
(or more) colors in the same order as the Yoke. Carry yarn
down the inside of the garment. Again, work chains very
loosely.
Round 4: Ch 1, sc in same, sc3tog starting in same, *ch 1,
sc3tog starting in last leg of previous st* repeat * across,
sc in same st as last leg of previous st - 40, 44, 46, 48, 54
sc3tog
Round 5: Ch 1, turn, sc in same, sc3tog starting in same, *ch 1,
sc3tog starting in last leg of previous st* repeat * across,
sc in same st as last leg of previous st - 40, 44, 46, 48, 54
sc3tog
Repeat Round 5 {3, 6, 6, 9, 9} more times. You will need to turn
in the next round if you do not end with the right side
facing. You will now work on the hip edging. Switch to a H
hook.
Round 6: Ch 1, hdc in each sc3tog and each ch around, join - 81,
89, 93, 97, 109 sts
Round 7: Ch 1, hdc in each st around, join - 81, 89, 93, 97, 109
sts
Repeat Round 7 once more. (Repeat additional rounds if you
prefer the edging to be longer.) For the next round, you may
add elastic cord to reduce the hip edging from stretching
out. Once tied, the elastic should only be slightly less than
the circumference of the last round you worked. You can find
a tutorial on how to add elastic here.
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Round 8: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join - 81, 89, 93, 97, 109
sts
Finish off and weave in ends.

Armhole Edging
First, sew up underarm area using the remaining unworked
stitches in last rows from back and front yoke using tails.
Secure and weave in ends. Using an H hook, join Color A in
end of last row on Garment Back (should be color C if using 3
colors). You will now work in the row ends of back and front
yokes.
Round 1: Ch 1, hdc in each row end around, join
Repeat Round 1 {2, 2, 2, 3, 3} more times. Finish off and weave
in ends. Repeat with other armhole.

Cowl Neckline
Join yarn with H hook in left most unworked stitch on Back Yoke
of Garment with right side facing of back of garment.
Round 1: Ch 1, hdc down each row end of Front Right Yoke, hdc in
each hdc across Front Yoke, hdc up each row end of Front Left
Yoke, hdc across Back, join
Round 2: Ch 1, hdc in same and each st around, join
Repeat Round 2 until length of cowl (starting from Round 1 of
Cowl Neckline) measures 5-7" depending on preference.
Increase or decrease length as desired.
Finish off and weave in ends.
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